Learn about reading complex content and info literacy skills acquisition in 1 minute

Take a look from the high board. Select, read, and re-read multiple sources of authority.

Identify a real-world problem or topic.
Search, select, evaluation, and retrieve primary and secondary sources of information from relevant subject areas.
Learn meanings of new words. Think aloud by talking about ideas.

Dive in. Investigate and discover what's known and unknown. Establish purpose.

Speak the language of physical science, mathematic, social science, literature, art, music, other subjects and/or technical subjects.
Work together with interested people: discuss; offer details; state textually supported opinions; and expand opinions.

Lead the race. Demonstrate understanding. Propose new solutions. Take Action.

Use existing information to create new ideas. Write up solution in perspective writing, research proposal, or evidence-based action plan.
Look at examples of completed reports, projects, posters, inventions to inform your own.
Outline steps in an organized structure. “I see what can be done.”
Publicly communicate and share new information in multiple formats using print and electronic media and social networks.
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